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Abstract:
During the last six decades, computer technology has been moving forward at an incredible pace. From 1958 to
2018, computing systems have seen a 1 trillion-fold increase in performance and a commensurate increase in
the complexity of tasks they can solve. This exceptional progress is reality thanks to the continuous research in
device technology and computing models. In this talk, I show how new and technology-aware logic models can
prolong this growth. First, I illustrate the enabling role of native logic abstractions in the study of emerging
nanotechnologies, ranging from enhanced functionality devices to new computational paradigms. Second, I
present technology-driven innovations in logic manipulation algorithms and data-structures, pushing further the
solving limits for hard problems in computer science. Finally, I elaborate on the key role of device-level design
in exposing the best logic primitives for computation with emerging nanotechnologies.
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